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Here on the loM we are blessed with inclement weather (usually rain or wind or both) however this

summer, similar to the rest of the UK, we have benefited from the heat wave - so a family trip to the
beach was decided.

Now, being a Rover sado with 4 Rovers, the next decision was which one to take - the 800,400, 200
or P6.Well as the P6 does not get much use, due to the weather the decision was easy, the P6. So off
with the dustsheets, in with the buckets, spades and family.

But, lust before we go, a quick check of the oil, water and tyre pressure, which all prove to be fine.
She's in pretty good nick following a recent re-spray, new wings and some significant rear boot welding
to avoid interesting leaks around the passenger rear footwells. So we are all ready for another eventful
adventure in the P6.

Other trips have led to tows home due to a) a faulty bush in the"new" distributor cap - which only
become apparent after replacing points, coil, rota arm when the bush eventually fell out and b) the
crazedVauxhall Astra women driver who hit us head on, when we were stationary.

Well these problems are in the past as she starts first time and off we go, left hand turn off the drive,
left hand turn through the steep Glen Maye hairpin and along the Patrick Road to Peel for 4 miles before
a gentle right hand turn and that's when it happened - a grunging noise.

The wife (Gilly) said,"what's that" and I replied "l think the wheel has fallen off". Not wishing to admit
to such disasters I stayed at the wheel whilst Gilly inspected the damage and yes as the pictures can
testify my initial diagnosis was confirmed.

Stuck in the middle of a small street on carnival day - things could not get any worse. After an hour,
much rubber necking and shouting as to why I had parked in the middle of the road the recovery vehicle
arrived to take us back (fortunately one passer-by had offered to take the family home) for just
underfl00 for 20 minutes work and a scratch on the seal (thanks to the tow man) - cant be bad.

Once back in the garage and with wheel off,as the picture shows,the damage is to the right hand de-dion
elbow which is rusted through and the bolts to the hub appear to be welded on - the offside seems fine.

All in all it could have been a lot
worse if the Glen Maye hairpin had
been a right hander as opposed to
a left hander, the consequences
could have been a lot more serious.

But as I ring round for parts it
appears this is a rather common
problem, but one that I was not

aware of although I have had contact with P6's for many years.
I am not a mechanical genius, more of a keen enthusiast,
however I could have checked for signs of fatigue on a regular
basis to proactively avoid such a problem. I know the loM
does not have MOTt but is this something that would have
been soottedl

So could the experts out there please compile a list of key
areas that us novices could regularly check (in addition to the
basic oil,water and tyre pressure) to ensure we all have many
more hours of happy safe motoring.
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